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Experience counts and quality matters
In local and national surveys involving physicians, nurses, healthcare providers and healthcare facilities, 
Dr. Crutchfield has been recognized as one of the nation’s leading authorities. Honors include “Top Doctor” 
(Minneapolis St. Paul magazine), “Top Doctor for Women” (Minnesota Monthly magazine), “America’s 10 
Leading Dermatologists” (Black Enterprise magazine), “America’s Top Doctors” (Castle Connolly Guide), 
“America’s Top Dermatologists” (Consumers’ Research Council of America), and “The Best Doctors in America 
2009-2010” (Best Doctors). In addition to these accolades, Dr. Crutchfield has received the “Gold Triangle 
Award” from the American Academy of Dermatology, the “Karis Humanitarian Award” from the Mayo Clinic 
and the “Physician Health Care Hero Award” from Medica, Twin Cities Business and Kare11 Broadcasting. 
Dr. Crutchfield is a regularly invited guest on the Lori and Julia Show on myTalk 107.1 radio. Dr. Crutchfield 
is also the Official Team Dermatologist for the Minnesota Vikings and Minnesota Twins. 
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To learn more about the practice visit  
crutchfielddermatology.com

location
Eagan, Minnesota
 

contact
651.209.3600 

medical degree
Mayo Clinic Medical School 

�“look�good�and�feel�great�
�����������������������with�beautiful�skin”
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Charles E. Crutchfield III, MD 
American Board of Dermatology

sErvicEs offErEd

Facial Rejuvenation
Beautiful, Full Lips
Selphyl™ Treatments
Phototherapy
Treatments for Unwanted Brown 
Spots; Facial Wrinkles, Veins and 
Redness; and Smokers’ Lip Lines
Gorgeous Eyelashes
Cellulite Treatment
Hand/Neck Rejuvenation
Jowl Treatments
Lip Enhancement
Treatments for Tummy Pouches, 
Love Handles and Saddle Bags
General Dermatology
Laser Hair Removal
Laser Resurfacing
Laser Surgery
Scar Revision
Acne/Acne Scars
Psoriasis
Vitiligo

dEscribE your skin carE philosophy. 
Less is more. I like to do lots of little things that create 
very dramatic and satisfying results. When it comes 
to cosmetic dermatology, I tend not to emphasize any 
one particular treatment. I like to carefully listen to my 
patients and find out what bothers them. I then create 
a program that blends several techniques to give them 
the results they desire. As a Clinical Associate Professor 
of Dermatology, I teach to strengthen my specialty and 
keep my skills sharp. As a perfectionist, I am constantly 
learning to provide the highest quality of care I can  
to my patients.

Why do you combinE modalitiEs?
To achieve dramatic results, it is not really about one 
procedure or product. I like to blend lots of different 
treatments and products in order to achieve patients’ 
desired results, just like one would use many different 
words to construct a beautiful poem. 

hoW Would your patiEnts charactErizE you?
Time and time again patients say, “I really trust you. 
I have always felt that you have given me your best 
recommendations and I don’t feel like I am trying to 
be up-sold on procedures or products I don’t want or 
need.” Many of my patients have expressed that they 
are so pleased that I always give my honest opinion 
and a very fair, appropriate recommendation to achieve 
their results. I believe “less is more” and that approach 
gives our patients beautiful and natural-looking results. 
My patients’ friends should have no idea they’ve had 
anything done, only that they look fantastic. In fact, I like 
to say their friends should be “enviously confused.” 

What main goal do you havE for your patiEnts 
on a skin carE program?
My goal is to provide the highest-quality skin care in 
a gentle, natural manner so patients look confident, 
refreshed and content. I don’t want my patients to look 
different than their age, just great for their age.

Charles E. Crutchfield III, MD 
Crutchfield Dermatology
Eagan, Minnesota 

plEasing nonsurgical rEsults
In the case of this 57-year-old patient, Dr. Crutchfield 
employed a combination of treatments in her nasolabial 
folds, forehead, cheeks and lips to produce a dramatic and 
satisfying effect. This patient told Dr. Crutchfield she was 
attending her 40-year high-school reunion and wanted 
to look her best. “She was thrilled with her results,” says  
Dr. Crutchfield.

natural, full, bEautiful lips
Wanting to enhance her naturally very nice lips, this 32-year-
old came to Dr. Crutchfield for some guidance. “She told me 
she wanted her lips to look fuller but also wanted them to 
look very natural. The results we provided were extremely 
pleasing and yet very natural-looking. After all, I want my 
patients to look good and feel great with beautiful skin.”
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